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PREFACE
The need for internal control of the business or

ganisation has been recognized for m a w  years. Various methods 

and procedures ar© in effect in the American business enterprise 

to satisfy this need. In the early 19@0*s, Auerloan business 

experienced the coming of the Electronic Age" -  a revo

lution of data-proceseing equipment. The need for applying 

internal controls to this ne# system of processing information 

and keeping records was immediately recognised and acted upon 

by the businessman.
The purpose of this paper is twofolds Cl) to review 

the principles of internal control and selected methods 

currently being used to apply these principles to automated 

dota-procesoiss systems, and (2) to suggest two prerequisites 

for achieving sound internal controls In future systems. In 
the first two chapters internal control and automated data 

processing are treated as separate subject areas* Chapter III 

describes selected methods currently being used to apply 

internal controls to automated data processing. Lastly, 

chapter IV suggests two area® of emphasis which will enhance 

sound internal control in future automated data processing 

systems —  education and coordination..
The Appendix ocaSsism s list of questions which might 

be asked cdiærains the Interest control® over an automated



data-processxng system. The questionnaire is intended as 

a guide to he used by a business enterprise So evaluate its 

system of internal controls. It is not designed for 

performing a complete internal control evaluation but 

instead suggests possible areas to be reviewed.
This paper does not attempt to explain automated 

data processing or internal control in its entirety but 

instead gives the reader a general knowledge of both. The 

technical operations of the machines or the field of pro

gramming are not covered, as a study of these subject® 

would be bénéficiai only to those work-in® in the specific 

fields.
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I, IKÏKRHAL CONTROL

In a special report entitled "Internal Control" 

published by the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants, internal control Is defined' in part as '’the 

plan of organisation of all the coordinate methods and 

measures adopted within a business to safeguard its assets, 

check the accuracy and reliability of its accounting date, 

promote operational efficiency and encourage adherence to 

prescribed managerial poUclea."1 Encompassed within this deft- 

nitIon is almost every activity in which a business concern 

is engaged. "This broad definition of internal control set 

by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

may be conveniently summarised by stating that internal control 

is the means by which management obtains the information, 

protection and control that are vital to the successful 

operation of a business enterprise.5,2 The effective appli

cation of internal control provides the financial manager with 

the confidence that his organisation is operating within

W g o r y  II. Boni, "Internal Control,"
T m ltliZ  f e n a g .jKSSSEHr

2Howard P. Stettler, A u d i t l r i g . P y (2d ed.f 
Englewood Cliffs$ Prentice-Hall, Inc,, P* 45-



a
existing directives, and information presented by operating 

units is accurate and valid.

In the early days of business, internal controls were 

somewhat more restricted in their scope of applications than 

they are today. An early definition of internal controls 

statedi nInternal control spread® duties among employees so 

that no one employee is in complete control of any important 

part of the business transaction and the work of one em

ploye* is checked by another."1 This older definition 

possessed one salient quality, that of segregating the duties 

of employees to provide checks against the other employees. 

This segregation of duties is definitely important today but 

as seen in the definition of internal control offered by the 

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, controls 

have been expanded to include both assets, data, and people. 

Controls today have added qualities not found in the earlier 

systems. Today a sound system of internal controls will 

enhance coordination and efficiency, safeguard the assets, 

and protect the results of operations.2 It is these qualities 

of internal control with which we are concerned in any sys

tem, manual or mechanised. A list of qualities would involve 

many adjectives, each connoting a separate segment of the 

business operations. The primary qualities could be summa

rised into four mein points; (l) safeguard assets, (2) insure

1 8 0hi,
2Joto J. Sehornaek and Howell E. Burt, “Responsibill- 

ties of Internal ami External Auditors in Internal Control, 
Préventif American lanage-
mint Association (Bulletin m3)» P» 13«



accuracy of accounting data, (3) promote efficiency, and 

(4) promote standardisation,

The safeguarding of assets against fraud or misuse 

is one of the primary functions of management and one of the 

leading qualities of internal control. %  the application 

of certain basic principles of internal control described in 

the following section of this paper, management can be assured 

that misuse of assets will not remain undetected. The interne! 

safeguards which will Intensify this quality must be de

veloped by each individual organization as necessary procedures 

will vary between organizations. Commercial banks of the 

United States have outlined certain controls which are neces

sary for efficient operation. Such safeguards as dual control, 

rotation of duties, compulsory vacations, and direct verification 

of procedures are suggested for commercial banks as positive 

measures to prevent fraud.1
Accounting data and reports are valuable only if they 

are accurate. The financial manager uses the accounting 

reports to aid in making his decisions relative to financial 

matters. Top management uses the accounting information to 

both make decisions and to evaluate its organization.

Erroneous data may contribute to a wrong decision at any 

level of the business structure. The quality of internal 

control to assure accuracy of this data has long been recog

nized as being paramount to any business concern. As the

3

^•Bernie B. MeSew and Charles Fr&fcbar*
Î S B W I S 8 Ï ,  B.



organization grows and becomes more complex, the data gener-

* ated assumes greater importance . m i  quality 1# achieved

in part by proper design of forme, “In the design of forms 

and' procedures, provision should be made for proper author

isation of all transactions with the record of such author

izations serving to establish full accountability for all 

such actions taken by the accounting department.h1 A 

carefully devised chart of accounts is also essential to 

good internal control. “The accounts provided become the 

basis for the important summarization process of accounting 

and explicit Instructions setting forth the nature of the 

items to be entered in each account are important to the 

proper classification of the transaction to be recorded. “2

An effective system of internal controls will promote
I efficiency. Internal controls act as both a deterrent to 

error and as a positive measure to accomplish accuracy. An 

employee1a knowledge that controls are in effect and an 

understanding of the purpose of the controls will provide 

an atmosphere wfiere efficiency is expected and consistent 

error will not be tolerated. The promotion of efficiency is 

dependent however upon a recognized prerequisite to any system 

of internal control, the hiring and training of qualified 

personnel.3 The operations performed by people are directly 

dependent upon that person’s ability to accomplish hi® assigned

4

1Stettler, op. cit.» p* 50.
» aM - >  ». 51.

Sschornack and &irt, Ice, el».



task. Efficiency will fee encouraged by internal control if 

the person involved la capable of the desired efficiency.

Any system of internal control should foster and 

stimulate adherence to the policies that have been established 

by management.* Adherence to these policies is beat ac

complished by standardization. Uniformity in procedures 

will best assure consistency of output. As internal control 

advances standardisation, standardisation will facilitate 

internal control. %  maintaining standard operations, the 

checks and balances of control can be applied to the oper

ation consistently at any point in time. Standardization 

of operations Is becoming increasingly Important with the 

advent of automated data processing. The routine processing 

of data in a consistent manner has taken on new importance 

as businesses become larger and the volume of transactions 

grow'.
It is evident that internal control is necessary in 

any orgadgkailon. "Good internal control is a key factor in 

the effective management of a business enterprise.”2 "Each 

business organisation has its own special problems and 

internal control measures for one company may not prove 

effective for another.”3 The fact remains that internal

*3tettler, o p . tit., p. 46.

2B M . ’
3ZSary E. Barpby, Auditing J E t e m  (Homewood, 

Illinois $ Richard B. I r w i n / K c ™  ' B ® 7 . 5 T t 9.



control possesses qualities which are desirable to manage» 

iront and should be incorporated in any system, manual or 

mechanized. As stated above, internal control is based on 

certain principles, the effectiveness of the method of 

applying the principle will determine the degree of quality 

gained by the control.

Principles of Internal Control

The principles of internal control cannot be con

sidered without concurrent consideration of the application 

of these principles. Any principle must be applied in a 

systematic manner to be effective, and this application of 

the principle is often referred to as the control itself.

The basic principles which underlie the qualities of internal 

control are*.1
1. Responsibility must be fixed.
2. The accounting procedures and operations must be 

separated.

3. All available proofs of accuracy should be utilized 

in order to assure correctness of operation and 

accounting.

4. No one person should be in complete charge of a 

business transaction.

5. Employees must be carefully ©elected and trained.

6. Employees should be rotated on a job.

Urttmr », Holmes, Auditing r r loclolsaaM 
Procedures (4th ed.j tiomewood, Illinoist Richard D. Irwin,
S8&»#' jOSgEb)» P» 8o.



7
7. Operating instructions for each position should 

be reduced to writing.

6. • Mechanised equipment should be used if feasible.

11S W  each recognised there jtfooul*3 be clearly

defined- de legations of responsibilitir and authority frost 

top management and an equally clear assusg>tlon of accounts* 

bility by those who are to operate them."1 $he fixing of 

responsibility serves a twofold purpose, First, each 
individual â» the tea». i,a b teàûwB his reseenslMliS la*

and can better achieve the objectives inherent in his 

obligations. Second, management baa a definite chain of 

command to follow in delegating work and knows at all times 

who is responsible for decisions aside or operations mrforaed. 

The fixing of responsibility also provides control in delegation 

of autheoritv which is reculred in the cosas&lex orgawi æg t long 

of today. heaponsibiiity can best be fixed by written 

oo@ratine: instructions and statements of responsibility.

Manuals of operas ling procedure both promote efficiency and 

prevent misunderstanding, Written instruction» consistently 

followed will enhance managements controls and will provide 

a more satisfied work force.
Aeetiuabii» nroctedures and ooontt lésas must be sonar* 

a ted to prevent fraud or misuse of assets. If one person 

has control of both the procedures and operations, manipu

lation of records becomes a feasible solution to hiding loss,

Hsrle L. Kohler and Howard M, bright, AcoiMmfelJBgJLB
^ I S F  &iSl8WOOd Cliffs*rlNMseice^iiaiis att»*# -HEPi1# P* 1*®>



waste, or misappropriation. The separation of these functions 

make collusion necessary to falsify accounting documents.

This principle of internal control Is probably one of the most 

important ones adopted to safeguard assets. The principle 

is, however, directly dependent upon another listed by Holmes, 

that of preventing one employee from having complete control 
of a business transaction. This Is true in the accounting 

department as well es in other operations of the business.

The complete control of a business transection permits any 

one person to have control over his own operations. A lack 

of requirements for control could result in disastrous 

consequences for the entire organisation depending upon the 

person’s place in the organization structure. If the accounting 

function falls to meet these requirements for adequate con

trols, there is direct invitation to fraud or to concealment 

of faulty and wasteful operations.*

A sound system of internal control requires that 

various checks of the work performed by all employees be 

made in connection with the separation of duties. Checking 

of prices, extensions, and footings of invoices, comparison 

of invoices with purchase orders and receiving reports and 

checking disbursements for authorisation are methods 

employed in the accounting department to prevent errors and 

minimise the possibility of erroneous or fraudulent dissipation

^Bradford and Arthur Child, jgtqm U PffiSSSgt
Against Fraud and .Waste (Mew York* Prentics^llBli,..Ih-o*, 19531#
■* *



9
of assets.3, Various checks similar in nature may b© devised 

for use in other departments. Fremutbering of documents 

and employment of physical inventories by disinterested 

persons may be used effectively in many departments of both 

large and small companies.

All available proofs of accuracy, such as the checks 

mentioned shove for an accounting department, should be 

utilised. Controls must be tested to remain effective.

The use of the available proofs of accuracy provide this 

test of the controls as well as constituting a control in and 

of itself. It would be well to mention that controls and 

checks should b© initiated with discretion and weighed against 

their economic cost to the company. "Internal control must 

be measured in the light of its economic utility,"2 Over 

control can c » n y  a price far above the loss which might be 

attributed to Insufficient controls. This fact must be 

considered by each organisation individually, the decision 

being based on its economic position and requirement for 

control.
One effective and widely recommended internal safe

guard is the irregular and unannounced rotation of employees 

between activities. Knowledge of this practice will reduce 

defalcations, and rotation will not only help uncover crimes 

already perpetrated but also provide advantages in the training

^-Hebert H. Mofitgoetxy, Mermen J. fenhart and Alvin R, 
Jennings, Mwtganersr«s Audi tin»; (7th eti.s Sew Yorks The 
Ronald ires® oSiiSmy# w ) >  p7 50.

W p h y , 98.» fete- P« 79.



of staff members.1 Rotation must be mede, however, only 

with full consideration for the person’s ability to perform 

another Job. This ability will depend upon his knowledge, 

skill and training. The selecting and training of employees 

is usually a function of the personnel department. Every 

effort should be made by the financial manager to coordinate 

with the personnel manager to insure that M s  personnel 

are of sufficient caliber to perform the tasks assigned to 

them. As mentioned earlier, the efficiency of employee® 

is directly related to their abilities. A sound internal 

control system rests on the people involved in the system.

The final principle of internal control listed by 

Holmes in Auditing FMnoiP.Ms. M  f e o M t e l  10 that of using 
mechanised equipment when feasible. Ha points out that 

"division of letoor is promoted and the internal control is 

strengthened." In chapter II and later chapter®, the 

principles of internal control will be reviewed ae they 

apply to an automated data-processlng system. The advantages 

of the mechanised equipment to further the principles of 

internal control will be evident.

10

KcNew and frattier* pp..*.ir.i%Jkt...*» p* 1 6 «



n. AUTOMATES BATA PHOCESSXHG

Automatic data processing may Be defined as a system 

of functions used to process Information by machine methods»1 

Machines are used to execute operations which were formerly 

performed by people or which were before uneconomical to 

perform or too t “EBP he# its fcogin*1 j ̂ gs>

from a practical point of view In 1946 when the first digital 

computer was completed! a complete history of the field# 

however, would go back to the early days of Babbage In the
„ i

19th Century. The early computers were designed for mathe

matical and engineering purpose©# ami It was not until the 

early 1960*0 that data processing was used in the business 

world,2 The use of data-processlng equipment in business 

since I960 ha® brought about significant changes in the 

processing of data and has led to the development of many 

new systems.

The term data processing can include many different 

types of operations and more than one system of processing 

information. The words puncbed-card methods, electronic 

data processing, automated date-processing systems and integrated

^Ectsomack and Burt, loo., oit», p, 2»

2Ibid.

n



12
data-prooeaeing systems h a w  become a part of the buslneac- 

man*» vocabulary and each 1» often referred to simply as 

data processing* Each of the words do, however, represent 

a different type of date-processing system.
All record-keeping systems, whether 

maintained manually, or with the aid of key
. driven machines, punehsd-esrti equipment, or 
electronic tiata-procesaing devices,, serve to 
perform these seven basic functions$1

1. Preparation of source documents,

2. Introduction (or input) of data 
from these source documents into 
the record-keeping system.

3. Bata manipulation, comprising 
assembly, sorting, and classi
fication of datas reference to 
and extraction of related data,

> previously storeds and computation.

A. Storage of data, including tempo
rary filing of intermediate results 
and other data in process, and the 
maintenance of files of carry
forward data.

5. Withdrawal (or output) of results 
ft»£na BroMSslnE*igkçP «y **r'"«P' Tjjgï *

6. Summarization of results.

7. Supervisory control.

In any system these functions are performed, but th» type 

of system will dictate the method of performance. The four 

data-processing systems listed above accomplish each of 

these functions in whole or in part.

^Haskins and Sells, Bata Procesairag by JlifetregiMfe. 
(Baskins S$ Sells Accounting raa, '$9S5'/» PP* y "and 10.' ‘ ,:k<

. 1 ' ■ ■ , , ■ . ' " • %,  l .



13
Punched~card systems employ the recording of data 

on cards In a standardized, predetermined manner. Boles 

are punched in the cards to designate certain letters of 

the alphabet or arable numerals, Codies are given to the 

columns of the cards so that many facts may be recorded 

by the one punch in the card. Using the punched cards, 

the machines sort, record, calculate and summarize the 

data contained in the punched cards. The only operations 

required of people are to record the information on the 

cards, operate the machines and evaluate the output. Many 

types of information can bo recorded on the punched card 

such as information extracted from invoices, requisitions, 

receiving notices or stock records.

In electronic data-proeesslng systems the record

keeping is handled at electronic speed as patterns of electri-
.

cal charges are used to process the data. Information is 

fed into the computer by various forma of input* for instance, 

punched cards, magnetic tapes or electronic communication 

devices might be used. “The equipment may be completely 

interconnected, thus affording a continuous flow of processing. 

Processing itself takes place by the movement of pulses 

through the circuitry."1 The operation of the machine and 

planning of the processing sequence are the only functions 

required of people. Electronic system® may also be designed

1lteuiOns and Sells, So y  a frowcBlrÆ
(Baskins 5e Sells Accounting Firm, 1957), p* 13,



to evaluate results of operations and issue concise appraisals 

of data submitted.

Automated data processing refers to ®. system where: \ ; ' i
as many operations a® possible are performed by saeMoe®,

Human intervention into the process is leapt at a minimum.

Automated data processing employs the use of many different
■ ■ ■ ‘ ' . • -, » ' , •’ ' ,

types of machines such as key-punch, verifying, sorting, . 

collating, interpreting, accounting and transceiver as well 

as the computers used in electronic data processing and type- 

writers, These machines may be centrally located or placed 

at the point of maximum use and convenience. Although 

operations sum necessarily centralised in most organisations# 
input machines may be placed at the location of highest 

utility# such as a key-punch and transceiver in the re

ceiving activity.
Integrated data processing refers to the combination 

of tapie» performed by separate individuals in « manual system 

into one operation accomplished by the mechanised data- 

procesalng unit. Under the manual systems, processing of 

data by several persons to acquire cm® end-product was 

necessary. Machines perform these tacks with a single inte

grated operation or pass of data through the machine. Inte

gration alee involves the interconnecting of equipment to 

provide a smooth flow of source data through the entire 

system. The integration of a system will reach into virtually 

all areas of the business enterprise and will call upon the 

talents of many people in both line and staff positions to 

develop the system and operate it efficiently.



The systems described above are by m  means the only 

ones available for business application. The field of 

automated date processing .Is expanding daily as new. break

throughs are aede in programming techniques, randcm access, 

automatic conversion of data into punched cards or tape, and
data tr&nsai ssl on from remote lacet iâfôfi to the nr o ce s s Iu e  

1unit. The application of the new systems and the improved 

techniques available for use with existing System is 

dependent upon the interest shown by today's businessmen. 

Coordination between the businessmen and the systems 

designers will bring about even more xmpr-cved systems, The 

dualities which are attributed to today's processing activities 

will be multiplied if Increased eœliasis is olaced on the 

data-processing system by the financial executives.

15

Qualities of Automated Seta Proog.a»in<e 

The rapid growth of electronic data processing In 

business is based on six 'min qualities$2 

1* teeed of nrociessiiw, 

a. Accuracy of the equipment.

3. Greater processing control,
A * Snali external stores® requirement»

^  ^Ric ^ r d ^ ^ P u d e r ,  ^LocaInfracticloners^Can^gs®

^Victor lastaro (ed, J, <5jy stoics. and. Pr.cKi<jwur̂ ^
U f f S i * ’#



9. Decision-malcing ability.

6, Internally stored programs,

These qualities are attributed to all of the automated, 

electronic or integrated data-proeesslng system. The ad

vantages listed above h a w  been instrumental in tbs computer 

industry1 s growth to on© of the largest and most progressive 

industry® in the world today, Jobs which were not feasible 

under manual procedures h a w  become commonplace in the busi

ness enterprises which are mechanised, Bach of the qualities 

mentioned above h e w  been refined end advanced during the 

fifteen years that automated data processing has been used 

in business, but none ha© developed as rapidly as the speed
tit :©* S  V» i*'#i#36 ym ipvf IPHI ilisljp *

During the early stages of development, systems 

were alow and cun&ereome when compared to the high speed of 

tbe electronic computers in existence today. Many thousands 

of calculations and manipulation© of data can be accomplished 

in a matter of seconds with today's equlpsent. The speed 

of the machine is ml& a fraction of full-day's work 

by an employee working under a manual system. This speed 

has facilitated almost instantaneous information and more 

current reporting, A surprising feature is that accuracy 

has not been sacrificed to achieve this fantastic speed,

“The operating result» on production-model machines (as 

opposed to prototype anti engineering-model machines ) indicate 

that they might be expected to be performing satisfactorily 

from So to %  oercent of tbs time, lost of the remaining



time Is spent In scheduled maintenance, where a certain 

number of hours is set aside each day to check the machine 

and remove any questionable component®.’1 This satisfaction 

is a result of both efficient mechanical operation of the 

machine and accurate internal processing* The internal 

accuracy of processing is attained in part by the elimination 

of human error. The programmed procedures operate in exactly 

the m m  manner each time they are used. Bits consistency 

is rerely obtained in manual systems.

Qreater processing control is achieved with the 

adoption of an automated data~proc©ssing system, as operation* 

are usually centralised. Centralisation enhances control 

procedures. Greeter control over date being processed is 

achieved because data is stored internally and only called 

upon from !,m m o r y ,t when needed. After processing, data is 

returned to the storage section where it la untouched until 

subsequent use. Manipulation of data is virtually impossible 

other than by machine operations designed to alter or remove 

the data.
The attribute of requiring very little externe! 

storage area is closely tied with the advantage of greater 

processing control. The decrease in need for large filing 

space and a large records retention area is made possible 

through the recording of information in a concise for®.

Punched cards, paper or magnetic tapes, or the use of internal

17



m
storage armas, • I M M »  the need for m a w  of the previously 

retained records. Steiy original records need not be retained 

as m e  punched card can retain, by proper coding, the in

formation «inch formerly required a cubic foot or more of 

storage space. Although a seemingly minor advantage, this 

quality is m  important by-product of mechanisatim.

Routine decisions which formerly required an experi

enced ©Employee can now be made by the machines with the 

proper progrwsing. 9?$»© routine decision to order more 

merchandise when the balance reached s certain point, or to 

ooftpute and deduct a cash discount when applicable was a 

time-consuming and tedKms job under the manual systems.

She us® of the machines available today will mate these and 

Other routine decisions by employees unnecessary as they are 

performed internally a© a normal course of operation by the 

machine. In the simple examples sited above, a requisition 

form would be issued by the machine with a predetermined 

quantity ordered or in the case of a cash discount, a check 

with appropriate supporting documentation would b© issued with 

a "payment as of" date to confirm that all discounts are taken.

â program Is s series of instructions issued to the 

processing equipment which direct® the equipment in it® 

.selection of data to be processed, performs needed operations, 

and produce® the desired output. %  internally storing the 

program, speed of processing is achieved and outside Inter
ference with the program Is eliminated. Access to the program 

is almost instantaneous when internally stored.



Unfortunately, automated data processing baa not 

solved all of the- business problems which existed prior to 

Its function, There are definite disadvantages So its 

adoption which must be seriously considered by any potential 

user. Among the disadvantages are the high cost of equipment. 

A decision m a t  be made as to whether machinery should be 

purchased or rented, but in any event the prise will • be high. 

Depending m  the system desired, mechanisation may run fro® 

$100,000 to $1,000,000 annually and for a large corporation 

even higher. Often this cost does not include maintenance 

of the equipment, programming of the required operations, or 

modification of existing structures to house the equipment. 

Numerous problem© will arise after mechanization as people 

are replaced by the machines, toe fora of data being used 

will change, procedures for- routing of information will «hangs 

and innumerable "bugs’1 will be detected in the early day® of 

utilisation.

19



XII* CCSSSOL AHB BAYA FROOESBIÎiG

Current Application of Principles 

The coming of automated data processing has made 

It necessary to apply the principles of internal control to 

the newly mechanised portions of the business firm. The 

principles have not changed but the method of application 

o# certain of the controls has prewntod s eti&llBii83 to the 

financial manager. Stony of the systems of internal control 

used in manual système are no lobster required but instead 

mechanised data processing requires new methods to be 

developed. fbe development of internal controls for auto-» 

mated data processing is by no w a n s  complete, A® data* 

orocesslng systems change and non equipment is introduced, 

management will b© faced with providing control over their 

use* The selected methods of control described below are 

those being used by various firms today. Their adoption by 

new firm© entering the electronic processing age would 

definitely be to the firm’s advantage,

In manual systems, internal control is achieved
. ■' v:j *' ' ., ' ■ ,' . '• t. _ -

through the segregation of duties and functions. "In 

computer systems, many of the duties and functions which 

ware formerly handled ere .handled mechanically by

the equipment, and the type of internal control which

20



formerly was important for thés® procedures le no longer 

applicable."1 It has been necessary to develop new controls 

within the machine to replace the farmer manual controls. . 

These machine controls are discussed later in the chapter.

The machine control», however, have not eliminated the need 

for the segregation of duties of those people whose duties 

affect the input or output of the machine. f,$be basic* 

principle is that there should be a sepormticn between the 

people who authorise the transaction, as well as t i m e  

required to have custody of any asset acquired, from those 

who record the accountability for the a s s e t . A p p l i e d  to 

automated data processing, this m a n e  that control data 

should be maintained by persons outside the laacMne room.

3uch controls of the input and output date of the machine 

room assume that the responsibilities are vested in different 

persons. “The electronic date-processing unit is usually 

established as a separate responsibility center, independent 

of the employees originating or authorising source data, 

and of employees using or w w t g  end-results. *
Controls should be established over the employees 

operating the equipront. Control CceuewiSe such as time- 

logs and records of tapes or card decks processed should be 

utilised, Witten instructions in the form of manuals or
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*0. N, Embower, "Automatlem, ÏÏDB and the Internal 
Auditor," Thai Internal.AtttUaE (darner 1964), p e 46,

Gregory M. Boni, "Impact of T O  on Editing," fi* . 
>Tnŷ | . -pff Accountancy (Vol. Il6| No. 3? Sept,, 1963), p741.

^Murphy, on. eft.* p, 82.



operating procedures should be established for ell em

ployees dealing with the machine, both within and outside 

of the machine center, The centralisation of operations 

required by automatic data processing has placed increased 

emphasis on the controls established within the machine 

center.

The principle of segregation of duties has tateo on 

a new requirement with automated data processing, that of 

segregating the programmers and operators. It has been found 

effective to segregate both In organisation end operation 

the systems designers and programmers from the people who 

actually operate the defca-processing equipment. This 

separation divides those people who have knowledge of where 

and how unauthorised data could be Introduced into the system 

from those able to mice such changes. Certain controls 

may be effected to disclose unauthorized data introduced, 

but these controls are predicated upon the system operating 

as designed, â minor change in design by an operator would 

allow the processing of erroneous data without detection.

The operators of the equipment should not be in close 

association, either physically or within the organisation 

structure, with the line functions, âceess to processing 

equipment and operators by the line personnel should be 

restricted, fUmlUarity of machine routines or operating 

procedures by personnel of the various U n s  functions, 

such m  the receiving activity, could result in unauthorized 

use of the machine, A further division of duties would



separate the program or tape library tress the operating 

activity. “Magnetic tapes should be maintained In a library, 

which would normally be within or adjacent to the computer 

roots. A librarian should be designated who would be- 

responsible for physical control over the tapes."1 Control 

of the programs processed by the machine center will Insure 

that programs are performing as designed.

Spécifie procedural measures should be outlined which 

will provide the means and method of doing s Jbb. The 

procedural methods involve the use of <l) financial summa

ries, (2) a chart of accounts, and (3) procedural form®.

The ease and speed with which financial summaries can be 

prepared In a mechanised system provides reports and data 

which was before uneconomical to produce. Extreme care 

must be taken, however, in monitoring all financial snowsries 

produced. As well as the controls to assure accuracy of 

reporting, controls over the issuance of unnecessary data 

by the date-processing center must be in effect. “This 

can be achieved through the use of controls over computer 

usage while safeguarding against unauthorised use of the 

computer, these are also essential for scheduling operationc 

of the computer and assuring a timely completion of work."2 

The periodic review of usage data will detect any wmeceseary 

outputs of this machine. Consolidation of several output©

...... - r- r- | | - - r r  . j : lii, ■nii'i.ir : irun ■ n  1 —f —- r~) t v  -m       '       —«■

& t % W m  M i t  Techniques," 

alSanehow@r, loc,_cj,t..J p. 52.
■ ■■ , ; y  ,
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into one report ie often an effective way of eliminating 

waste of expensive machine time.
The chart of accounts is primarily important to the 

systems designers and programmers. The financial manager is 

responsible for furnishing adequate explanations of the 

accounts to be used by programmers so that machine internal 

operations will correctly process data and record it in the 

appropriate account. Tl» accountability for control is 

extended to include the periodic review of procedures to 

insure that accounts are being properly used. Often someone 

with technical knowledge of the internal machine operations 

is required to review the output of the machine with selected 

input data to insure proper processing. This responsibility 

is usually given to the internal audit division or is 

accomplished by independent audit.
The dafca-proceesing department has a requirement to 

use the appropriate forms and records for recording transactions 

and processing data. The systems and procedures personnel 

of the organisation should be responsible for development and 

review of all forms, since they will normally be skilled in 

problems of design, thus assuring maximum benefit from the 

purchase and use of forme.^ Worm should be simple in format 

and contain information in a logical sequence to permit more 

efficient processing by the machine.
The procedures and controls described above indicate 

that internal control will not be weakened by the use of automated

^Stettler, op. clfc., p. 52,



data-processtng equipment if proper ©aphasia 1» placed on 
the new controls needed for the system. Oregory M. Boni 
wrote that *A probe In depth to disclose the system that is 
in operation is rewarding —  the system will operate Just 
as it la constructed. *

It is this probe of the system that should be of 
major concern to management and specifically to the financial 
manager. The Appendix contains a list of questions which 
might be used to review the adequacy of the internal controls 
ever an automated da&a-processing system. An evaluation 
of the areas of review suggested by the questions will insure 
that the principles of internal control are being applied.
The depth of the review will depend on the controls found in 
existence and selected tests of the controls.

Machine Operations jnSSBial SSlMSl
The capability of automatic dafca-proeessing equipment 

to perform simple mathematical operations at high speed has 
facilitated the use of machine operations to compile internal 
control date. Mathematical operations performed by the 
machine can provide internal control data which was before 
either manually computed or not economically feasible to 
accumulate. The procedures described below are a fbrw of the 
many ways that the machine itself can be used to help insure 
sound internal controls. The examples cited are based on
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procedures being used by the United States Air Force*1 The 

use of a coatotnafcion of the procedures outlined or similar 

measures should he an integral part of any data-procesoirg 

system. As more experience with equipment le gained* more 

sophisticated techniques will be recognized and developed.

P$ost current methods are a result of adapting manual system 

controls to machine use.
1. Record Counts —  The accuracy of the results of 

any machine operation is dependent upon processing all of 

the applicable data. The possibility of records being lost 

is always present in both manual and machine operations 

during the handling cm? transcription of data from one- docu

ment to another. The record count provides a method of 

detecting record loss and locating the point where the lose 

occurred. Afcp Force procedures state that whenever information 

is transferred from a source document to a punched card* a 

count should be made of both cards and source documents to 

determine if a n  necessary cards have been punched. Another 

count of the cards is made when the cards are forwarded to the 

deta-processirg center for entry on permanent records. After 

processing* a count is made to insure that all cards received 

have been processed. The record count is especially effective 

when punched cards are used but is Ineffective for operations

26

^The machine techniques described in this chapter are a 
result of research of various reference manuals published by 
manufacturer® of data-proeessing equipment. A more complete 
description of the procedures used and technical i n f W m t i o n  
on machine function® for any particular system can be obtained 
from manufacturers* publications relative to the system.



a?
which use tapes for recording date# The record count doe® 

provide assurance that aii records bave been submitted for 

processing when a physical count of the records is feasible#

2# Control fetal» —  The use of control totals is 

an extension of the record count which considers certain 

aspects of the accuracy of the process itself# The procedure 

for accumulating control totals can be applied effectively to 

any form of input or output datai U  e „  punched cards# paper 

tapes, magnetic tapes# etc# The military pay branch uses 

a National Cash Begister computer# the NCB390# to process all 

payroll data for military personnel, Prior to processing 

payroll changes through the computer to update pay records# 

specific figures contained in the data to be processed by 

the machine are manually added, by a pay cleric. This ac

cumulated total is referred to as a !‘hashn total. The 

figures used to accumulate the hash total do not have any 

significance other than as a control. A* records are 

processed through the computer, a hash total is accumulated 

of the same figures which were added manually, ht the speci

fied cut-off point of 100 pay records# the machine hash total 

is determined by the machine operator. This total is compared 

to the total accumulated manually to determine if all records 

have been processed through the machine. The matching of the 

machine total- with the hash total provides assurance that ell 

records were internally processed,1

P* 3. '
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3. Sequence Checks —  It 1® often desirable to 

process data in a predetermined sequence. To Insure sequence 

internal control can be achieved by machine comparison of 

sequential control numbers from one record to the next. It 

ie often desirable to process logistical information dealing 

With supplies in stock-nuaker sequence. As information is 

read into the processor, the stock number is compared with 

the stock number of the preceding item. This will tell if 

the file is in numerical sequence. If it is found that the 

file is out of sequence, the machine will halt and the 

machine operator will take external action to correct the 

error.
4. limit Check® —  îfeny pieces of equipment may be 

instructed by internal programs to compare various amounts 

or quantities contained on records being processed with 

predetermined limits or standards. When such comparisons 

Indicate that the compared figure either exceeds or is below 

the established limit or standard, the fact is indicated on 

the output record or is named lately brought to the attention 

of the operator. Limit checks can be effectively used in 

operations which involve cash transactions. Gross pay limits 

have been established for each rank in the military service. 

After the gross pay for each military member is computed by 

the machine, this amount is compared to an established limit 

for that individual’s rank in the service. If the pay computed 

exceeds the limit, m  error exists and the machine operator

is immediately notified.



.. 5. U m  Balance — Th» preeess of arriving at a . 

aero balance la baaed on the same principles as a bank 

reconciliation, float machines are capable of recording the 

beginning balance of a record, accumulating specific facts 

concerning the data 'being processed, and then ascertaining 

i f  the ending balance is the same as a predetermined ending
1

balance. I f  a zero balance exists, no errors bave been made. 

This procedure is usually applied to records such as stock 

record cards when periodic physical inventories are taken.

In this instance the predetermined ending balance (the 

physical inventory) is accumulated in the course of normal 

events and Is accumulated independently of machine operations.

x 6. Editing — Editing input data as a part of 

the in itia l processing operation is used to detect errors 

prior to summing the data for extensive processing. 

Considerable machine time can be saved by detection of errors 

in the early stages of processing, Host edits are per

forated by the machine using internal programs called 

“housekeeping routines” which instruct the machine in its  

operations. Bata is compared, prior to processing, to 

predetermined standards of acceptance or against certain 

elements of the information currently submitted, for 

example, stock nuafcors may be compered to a predetermined



table of stock numbers which have been classified according 

to the type of property represented by the stock number.

The procedures described above are adaptable to 

most mechanized systems. Certain checks are performed by 

processing units which are unique to the particular system 

or are a unique application of a universal procedure. As 

an example, the International Business Machines Corporation 

name 3 0 5 has the following internal cheeks performed during 

machine operations: 1  _
1 . Bead Check —  If data on a punched card cannot 

toe read, the machine halts.

2 . m m  Check —  If the card feeder fails to feed
a card, the machine halt®. •

x 3 . Parity Cheek «« If an even number of bits 
entera or leaves the magnetic core unit, 
the raac^insL halts.

4. Clock Check »- If the timing control circuits 
are not operating correctly, the machine halts.

It is evident that internal control can be applied 

to automated data-processlng »y»te$as tn two manners, through 
the people who operate the system and the machines themselves. 

Both methods should be considered in the evaluation of the 

internal controls in effect* Both provide different but 

effective controls. As stated above, automated data 

processing is in a dynamic state and innovations are being 

made daily. Mature controls mast be a subject for con

sideration et the present point in time if future system is$>le- 

taentation and control of the system is to be simultaneous.
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Education and Coordination 

the future applications of internal control to new 

data-processlng system will depend primarily upon the knowl

edge of processing system possessed by people in the 

financial fields and the knowledge of internal control 

possessed by system® developers and programmers, the financial 

executives of tomorrow will need a worsting knowledge of both 

the machine systems and the services available from the use 

of the machines, Her® important, however, to insure that 

these system® are operating properly, he will need to acquire 

an understanding of the controls which are placed upon the 

systems. To evaluate the control® and to develop adequate 

controls for a new system, & sound education in the machine 

operations must be obtained. Formal education is, of course, 

the most beneficial method of obtaining this knowledge.

The 1964 American Accounting Association Committee 

on Courses and Curricula-Blectronie Bata Processing has made 

detailed recommendations on how electronic data processing 

can be incorporated into an accounting education. They suggest 

that courses with emphasis on electronic data processing 

should be included in accounting courses offered at the 

undergraduate level and the graduate level for both the tester

n
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and Doctor degrees, They point out the need for accounting 

faculties to acquire competency in electronic data processing 

if proper training is to be offered. Their final recom

mendation is that MSubstantial attention should be given 

both by individuel schools and by the American Accounting 

Association to the need for reorientation of accounting 
toward an analytical approach rather than one which is main

ly descriptive,*1  This emphasis by the American Accounting 

. Association mi the education of accountants in electronic 

data-proeeasing systems is indicative of the trend of pro

fessional organizations in the financial fields to emphasise 

and require a sound education in the mechanized systems.

For those persons who have completed their formal 

education but who realise the Importance of this knowledge

available to acquire or increase their knowledge of the 

processing principles. Almost every manufacturer of deta- 

proceaslng equipment offers training facilities and instructors 

for the use of customers, potential customers or persona 

interested in the field. There ere four major types of 

courses offeredï
1 . Executive courses which are designed to provide 

saemgement with a breed outline of the system end 

how it can be adapted to any particular industry

*1964 American Accounting Association Coas^ttee on 
Courses and Currlcula-Electronic Data Processing, The 
Accounting Be view (Vol, XL» He. 2» April, 1965), P ~ 2 2 .
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2m Administrative courses consisting of more

detailed descriptions end more specific details 

about output products,

3 . Progmaalng course® which Include programing*

■ wiring and systems analysis. These courses are

■ usually given to operators of the machines or 

persons working In tbs date-processing center.

%, Special courses are offered dealing with & 

particular problem encountered daring machine 

operations. The Introduction of new equipment 

Into an existing system would require a special 

course prior to or immediately after installation 

of the new apparatus.

Other sources of education are available such a® the 

home study courses and seminars conducted by professional 

organisations. The financial manager at any level of the 

enterprise should develop a sincere interest in the field 

of mechanised data processing If he is to be able to ' 

effectively control the operations of M s  department® of 

responsibility. Only through education can he place himself 

in a position capable of effectively managing the financial 
operations of the future.

It is equally important that the systems designer® 

and programmera of the future automated date~proee®aing systems 

acquire knowledge of the internal control concepts required 

for the efficient operation of any business organisation.
' v, /- ■ J-

Future date-processing equipment should be developed with



adequate internal control» programed into the machine so 

that subsequent change» to internal procedure» are kept at 

a minimum. To accomplish this the designers and P U S H »  

must know what controls are necessary and the principles 

behind the controls. With this knowledge# the technical 

arrangement of controls within the machine will be secondary.

Emphasis on internal control in systems development 

can best be placed on the designers and programmers by the 

insistence of financial personnel on a sound system of 

internal control. W  appraising the manufacturers of the 

desired safeguard® in the early stages of development of a 

system, the designing of controls will become an automatic 

phase of system development. This education of system 

developers and programmers must be encouraged and fostered 

by the financial representatives of business. The emphasis 

on internal control will be enhanced in both the field of 

finance and data systems if close coordination between these 

two fields is achieved. Mutual development of internal 

controls will lead to a more sophisticated and advanced 

application of the principles. Coordination during systems 

development as well aa after lagrtementation will definitely 

lead to stronger and more advanced business practices.

Achieving Coordination

One method of achieving the desired coordination 

between the persons concerned with financial matters and the 

programmers and developers is joint participation in a systems 

survey. In the future, as more activities and organisations

3&



adept automatic data-processlng systems and existing systems 

are refined, the financial manager will be confronted with 

new challenges to insure adequate control. An effective 

review of controls being programmed into the system can best 

be made prior to system implementation. %  coordination 

with manufacturers, unnecessary changes in design or 

procedures after operations have begun will be eliminated 

and a more satisfactory system, from the control standpoint, 

will be achieved.
The accomplishment of a systems survey and evaluation 

is usually delegated to the internal audit division or a 

related staff agency within the organization. 0pon receipt 

of the responsibility, definite procedures should be 

established to follow in evaluating the system and definite 

areas of coverage established. The details of the procedures 

may be developed by the department performing the survey 

but should be developed to include certain basic areas of 

coverage. The areas covered and procedures described below 

are based in part on procedures in use by the United States 

Air Force to perform a systems appraisal of an automatic 

date-processing system.
The starting point for malting such a survey is the 

determination of the purpose and scope of the activity to be 

automated. The exact duties to be performed by the machine 

and documents involved should be established. The types and 

quantity of source documents should be determined and the 

method of converting data to machine language should be 

surveyed Jointly. Particular attention should be given to
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the controls proposed to Insure that source data is 

accurately and completely transferred to the tub chine 'Input 

media. The various controls and checks should fee reviewed 

to provide assurance that all source data will reach the 

processing facility without loss, addition or error. Con

trols such es those outlined In chapter H I  of this paper 

should be considered to achieve this objective, â co

ordinated effort will determine if proposed controls are 

feasible and sound. A decision must fee made at this point 

as to the procedures for retaining and destroying the origi

nal source documents* Compiling of data during processing 

may eliminate the necessity for retention of source documents 

ox* may increase the emphasis on their value » When trans

actions h a w  been translated into media, it would not sees 

necessary for these source documents to fee retained once it 

has been accepted fey the computer end the process completed 

and proved . 1

Seat the machine process itself should fee jointly 

reviewed and developed, Machine processes and internal 

workings are best evaluated fey the discussions with the 

manufactureras representatives and examination of flow 

charts and logic diagrams. The coordinated effort will often 

bring about necessary changes. The detail with which this 

portion of the survey is completed will depend on the technical 

knowledge of the individual making the survey. Often a great 

deal of confidence m a t  be placed on the information given

36
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in Interviewe due to the complexity of machine operations 

and programmed workings. Ae machine operations are reviewed, 

the role of persons operating the machine and handling 

source data should be considered. The machine will perform 

only those functions which it is instructed to perfora. The 

internal controls to be applied to the personnel involved 

with machine operation must not be overlooked even while 

concentrating on the machine operations.

To complete the survey of a mechanised date-processing 

system, it is necessary to determine what action is taken with 

respect to machine output, this portion of the survey should 

be designed to assure that the controls up to this point 

are not jeopardised by the methods of handling and processing 

machine output. One particular output which must be 

s a f e g u a r d  is the handling of the error conditions which 

have been detected by the previous controls employed. The

primary concern should be that erroneous data are properly
■

corrected and the corrected data are resubmitted to processing.

The accomplishment of the systems survey ae a joint 

effort 1 » only one method of achieving coordination. «hat 

ever the method used, this coordination linked with m  
Increased emphasis on education will add to the quality of 

the future data-processing systems and their internal con

trols. The past fifteen years of using mechanised data 

processing in business has been described ae the "infancy1 

stage. The next fifteen years will bring about innovations 

which are only vague ideas today. $b© development of these 

ideas will undoubtedly improve both internal control and 

automated data processing.
I
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M  internal Control QueofelfflaneUML
1, Are duties segregated so that one person does not Have 

complete control over a business transaction?

2 , Does the segregation of duties separate those who author» 
is© the transactions from those who have custody of the 
assets and from those who have accountability for the 
assets?

3 , Are programmers and system developers separated from 
machine operators?

4, Are control documents such as time logs and record© of 
tapes or card decks processed being used effectively?

5, Are written machine operating procedures available for 
easy reference?

6 , has a program or tape library been established srtd & 
librarian assigned?

7, Is a complete chart of accounts with an adequate expia» 
nation of the use of each account available?

8 , Are forms and records periodically reviewed to determine 
if they are adequate to meet current requirements?

9, Are all available machine operations used to provide 
internal control data?

10. Are internal control techniques such as record counts, 
control totals and sequence checks being used effectively?

1 1 . Are employees rotated periodically without advance 
notice?

12. Is an independent evaluation of the entire automated 
deàs«proceseing activity made at least yearly?

1 3 . Is machine output reviewed periodically to determine 
if unnecessary output is generated by the system?

14. Are new processing system® evaluated in light of their 
economic utility?

38
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1 5 . Ha» a program been established to entourage and when 

possible provide faclUties for further education in 
data-procesaing systems?

1 6 . Is © systems survey performed for each new data- 
processing system proposed?

IT. Is adequate preparation made prior to implementation 
of a major change in the existing data»processlng 
system?

13. So internal controls provide the following qualities?
1) Safeguard assets
2) Insure accuracy of accounting data
3) Promote efficiency
4) Promote standardisation
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